
 

Navigare Yachting – BVI 7-day Itinerary 
 

 

 
 

People all over the world dream of sailing the British Virgin Islands, one of the world's most 

exclusive and famous yacht charter destinations. Navigare Yachting brings the islands to you, 

with our amazing BVI charter yacht vacations. Gorgeous warm weather, cobalt blue tropical 

waters, brilliant white sand beaches, secluded coves and romantic cays – experience them all 

on a BVI sailing holiday. 

 

Check out this sample BVI sailing holiday itinerary and see what you could be experiencing: 

 

DAY 1: Road Town to Pelican Island and Peter Island 

Departing from the Navigare Yachting base at Road Town, Pelican Island is just a short sail 

away, across the Sir Francis Drake Channel. Both Pelican Island and Peter Island next door are 

famous for excellent snorkeling, diving, and water recreation. Marine life is abundant and the 



numerous small coves and cays provide wonderful opportunities for relaxation. 

 

 

DAY 2: Peter Island to Salt Island and Cooper Island 

These neighboring islands offer another day of fun in the sun & sea. Salt Island is a noted sea 

turtle location and favorite among experienced sailors for its scenic bays. Cooper Island is a 

relaxing and fun excursion, home to the famous Cooper Island Beach Club and one of the 

most romantic spots at the end of the day to watch the sun disappear behind the islands. 

 

 

DAY 3: Cooper Island to Anegada, The Dogs, and Scrub Island 

Anegada is a flat coral atoll and one of the most unique natural locations in the BVI. It's a 

can't-miss destination for snorkeling and diving, with an impressive variety of undersea sights 

and marine life. A short jaunt southwest are “The Dogs,” a collection of several islands that are 

named for the barking seals that frequent them. End the day at Scrub Island, where you can 

go ashore to enjoy the Scrub Island Resort and Spa, or simply dine at anchor beneath the 

stars. 

 

 

DAY 4: Scrub Island to Jost Van Dyke 

A brilliant day of sailing begins with stops at Monkey Point and White Bay, named one of the 

best snorkeling spots in all the BVI. An invigorating blue water sail to Jost Van Dyke is just 

what you need to recharge your batteries. Jost Van Dyke is home to an almost endless variety 

of bars, restaurants, and nightlife, some of the most fun places in the BVI. Hike the island's 

lush rainforest hills to appreciate thrilling sights on land. 

 

 

DAY 5: Jost Van Dyke to Great Thatch and Cane Garden Bay 

Sail through the dramatic Narrows, a gorgeous area of sea that separates Tortola from St. 

John, then turn southeast to thread the needle between Great Thatch and Little Thatch Islands. 

You'll enjoy lovely sights of the open ocean and great opportunities for play in the water. 

Curve back up Tortola to Cane Garden Bay, one of the area's favorite anchorages. Here is one 

of the BVI's best beaches, along with a local rum distillery where you can pay a dollar to 

sample four shots of their finest! 

 

 

DAY 6: Cane Garden Bay to Norman Island 

Norman Island is a last chance to explore in the water, at some truly epic underwater 

locations. The Indians is a series of rocks that jut dramatically out of the ocean, and the 

legendary Caves (inspiration for Treasure Island) are on everyone's must-see BVI list. Anchor in 

The Bight and watch the sunset, or venture ashore to enjoy the bars and restaurants that make 

this island famous. 



 

 

DAY 7: Norman Island to Road Town 

It's time to head back to base, but there's still plenty of fun to be had along the way. You'll skirt 

around Peter Island to see some amazing little coves and beaches, then the decision is yours: 

take some more time enjoying the fun & sun at sea, or head back and explore the adventures 

that Tortola has to offer. 

 

Your Sailing Charter BVI Vacation Is Waiting for You! 

Book online right now and you'll not only enjoy the best rates, you can use our exclusive 

payment plan that allows you to pay for your yacht holiday in up to six convenient monthly 

installments. So what are you waiting for? 

 

Visit the Navigare Yachting fleet page to review our large selection of boats and dates 

available. This is your chance to enjoy a true sailing vacation, with the best yacht charter 

provider in the business! 

 

 


